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ABSTRACT 

The Behavioral Bargaining Problem poses a trio of questions: (1) How do reed eco

nomic agents behave in bargaining environments?; (2) VVhy do they behave the way 

they do?; and (3) What conditions/institutions sustain that behavior? This disserta

tion is about experimental results which suggest answers to each of these questions. 

Chapter 1 is a brief overview of early experiments which address how econoauc agents 

behave in bargaining environments. Under a wide variety of concUtions a riignificaiit 

proportion of subjects' behavior deviates from that predicted by non-cooperativp 

game theory. Chapter 2 tests several theories from behavioral game theorv- which 

aim at explaining why subjects cooperate in bargaining games. These models can 

be partitioned into two classes: outcome-based and intention-based. Outcome-based 

models treat the intentions that players attribute to one another as unnecessary for 

predicting behavior. Intention-based approaches, and in particular the trust and 

reciprocity hypothesis, rely on this attribution of intentions in an essential way. I 

report laboratory data from simple two-person trust games which is inconsistent wirli 

outcome-based models, but predicted by the trust and reciprocity hypothesis. Chap

ter 3 is devoted to exploring one way of sustaining cooperative behavior in a simple 

two-person trust environments. It is well-known in evolutionary game theory- that 

"clustering"'' in a population can allow an evolutionzuy stable strategy to be invaded 

in a finitely repeated Prisoners' Dilemma game. This idea can be adapted to bar

gaining by noting that an agent's history of choices gives him a track record. PUiyers 

can be typed based on their recent track record as whether or not they are triistmg 

(for Players 1), and whether or not they are trustworthy (for Players 2). Once the 

players are typed, they can then be paired according to those types: trustors with 

trustworthy types, and similarly non-trustors with untrustworthy types. This sort 

of matching protocol induces clustering within the population. The empirical ques
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tion is whether this adaptation of clustering to bargaining environments can sustain 

cooperative play analogous to the situation in finitely repeated Prisoners" Dilenmui 

games. The results indicate that such a sorting mechanism allows cooperative play 

to emerge and, once it emerges, sustains it over time. 
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Chapter 1 

PERSONAL EXCHANGE AND BARGAINING EXPERIMENTS 

1.1 The Behavioral Bargaining Problem 

Jane is looking to buy herself a bicycle, and she is willing to pay a maximimi of $100 

for a used bike. John, as it happens, is moving to a distant city and wants to sell 

his bike. But John is not much of a salesman: if he does not sell his bike to Jane lie 

will just abandon it. It is common knowledge between the two that .Jane is willing 

to pay $100 for the bike, and that if John does not sell to Jane the bike is worthless 

to him. Tune is short for both of them—John is leaving town, and Jane needs a bike 

soon. In fact, the constraints only allow Jane to make an offer and John to either 

accept or decUne without making a counteroffer. Jane and John must bargain over 

the potential sale of the bicycle. 

John and Jane are involved in a bilateral bargaining situation. A bilateral bar

gaining situation is any situation where two parties have the opportimity to interact 

in order to reach a mutual gain in more than one way. In bargaim'ng situations like 

the one above the parties attempt to distribute the potential mutual gain between 

them. Firm-employee relationships, and buyer-seller relationships on the Internet 

are also concrete examples of bilateral bargaining environments. It is easy to identify 

bargaining situations, and almost trivial to say that understanding them is impor

tant to understanding economic behavior. But there are two associated problems 

with bargaining environments. The first is a theoretical/normative problem: How 

would ideally rational agents interact in a given bargaining situation? This is The 

Bargaining Problem, and the canonical solution that Nash (1950) provided has paved 

the way for axiomatic bargaining theory. 

But there is a second bargaining problem in the vicinity—the Behavioral Bar
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gaining Problem. This problem, which is an empirical one. poses a trio of questions: 

(1) How do real economic agents behave in bargaining environments?: (2) Why do 

they behave the way they do?; and (3) What conditions/institutions sustain that 

behavior? This is the bargaining problem that will take center stage here. 

The rest of this chapter will address the first question of the Behavioral Bargaaiiiig 

Problem. Anticipating just a bit, the first major result from research in behavioral 

bargaining is that the solution to the theoretical problem does not adequately predict 

behavior in bargaining experiments. The trend is rather general: the theoretical solu

tion to bargaining problems comes in the way of solution concepts of non-cooperative 

game theory, but behavior in a long series of experiments (since 1982) incUcates that 

significant proportions of subjects deviate from this prediction—and deviate for uui-

tual gain. The chapter closes with some hints at an txnswer to c[uestion (2). Subjects. 

I contend, read and send signals about their intentions to cooperate in bargaining 

environments. This sort of explanation is tested, in Chapter 2. against other recent 

models of bargaining behavior. Chapter 3 reports the results of experiments which 

aim at answering the third question of the Behavioral Bargaining Problem. Coopera

tive behavior can be sustained by sorting subjects by their historv' of cooperative pUiy. 

and matching them for future mteractions accordingly. Appendix A and Appeudbc 

B contain the subject instructions from the experiments reported in Chapters 2 and 

3, respectively. 

1.2 Background 

Since Nash's seminal work, it has become common in economics to model bilateral 

bargaining environments as a special case of two-person noncooperative games. For 

completeness, I provide here a brief overview of some of the tools tmd concepts of 

game theory that are most centrally at issue in the Behavioral Bargaming Problem.^ 

'^This background informatioa is meant only as a primer on the classical treatmeat of extensive 
form games. See Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) for a thorough introduction. 
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Aa extensive form game of perfect information is a graph-theoretic tree—i.e.. 

a collection of nodes (the decision nodes and the outcomes) and directed, acyclic 

edges between the nodes (branches). We will only be concerned with two-person 

games. The non-terminal nodes are labeled with player numbers; node i is PUiyer /'s 

decision node, a node at which she must make a decision. Terminal nodes are marked 

with outcomes—an ordered tuple representing what each player woidd get if that 

outcome were to be reached. The branches are labeled with actions. If node / lias; 

two descending branches, say one labeled A and one labeled B. then the interpretation 

is that Player i has a choice at that node between A and B—.4. and B are actions 

that are open to i at that node. The games are perfect information games in that tlie 

history of moves is transparent between the players, and (in principle) no one ever 

forgets what has happened. I am most interested in piure bargaining environments 

which can be represented by extensive form games of perfect information. So. wit hour 

risk of ambiguity, we may simply refer to these structures as games. 

The central solution concept for extensive form games is the concept of mhgamt 

perfection. A strategy profile s is a function on a game which assigns to ever\- decision 

node an action (from among the actions that are open at that node). Each profile 

determines a unique outcome? Let C)(s) be the outcome that s determines. A profile 

s* is a Nash EquiUbrium of a given game iff 0{s*,s*) 0{s'.si) for ever}- .s, of 

Player i {i 6 {1,2}). A profile s* is a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium in a game G iff 

for every subgame G' of G s* (restricted to the nodes in G') is a Nash Equilibriimi of 

G'. An outcome of an extensive form game is subgame perfect iff it is the outcome 

determined by a subgame perfect strategy profile. 

Every two-person extensive form game of perfect information has a subgame per

fect outcome. If the players' preferences are strict, then it is a unique subgame perfect 

outcome. Moreover, aU of the bargaining situations we will encounter can be repre

sented as extensive form games of this sort. Hence, all of the bargaining games we 

^Since games are acyclic, a path through a game tree is unique. 
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will see have unique subgame perfect outcomes. From the point of view of the Be

havioral Bargaining Problem this is significant: noncooperative game theor\- makes a 

clear prediction about behavior in these environments. As we will see. the prediction 

is not adequately supported by data from bargaining experiments. 

1.3 Early Experiments 

A particularly simple bargaining environment is the ultimatiun game. In a two-person 

ultimatum game, a proposer (Player I) offers a distribution of c dollars to a respouder 

(Player 2) and M - c dollars for himself. Following the offer. Player 2 must either 

accept (in which case the distribution stands) or reject (both players receive zero 

dollars). If the responder is rational then she will accept any offer where c > 0. and 

so a rational proposer should offer the smallest such c. Such a state of affairs in ci 

given ultunatiun game is the unique Nash equilibrium of that game. 

Giith, et al. (1982) was the first e.\perimental test of the ultimatimi game. Subjecrs 

in their study were randomly assigned the role of proposer or responder. .\ll subjects 

could see each other, but none knew which of the others was his counterpart. Offers 

were significantly larger than the smallest unit of account, c = $1. Furthermore, 

responders did not hesitate to reject small offers. Offers were on average more "fair". 

and acceptance rates of "fair' offers exceeded those for "unfaur" offers. 

Forsythe. Horowitz, Savin, and Sefton (FHSS. 1994) wanted to examine the extent 

to which ultimatum game results are driven by considerations of fairness, and so to 

test the robustness of the Giith, et ai results. FHSS make use of an additional game: 

the dictator game. Here the dictator decides how to divide the M dollars between 

the two players and Player 2 does not have the option to reject the distribution. As a 

result, a dictator game provides a control for the proposer's expectations of rejection 

by the responder in an ultimatum game. FHSS argue that if fairness is the primary-

reason for observing non-trivial offers in the ultimatum game, then we should also 
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see the same offer distributioa ia the dictator game. They find that, contrarv- to the 

hypothesis of fairness, players are more generous in the ultimatum game than in the 

dictator game. This basic finding is replicated by Hoffinan. McCabe. Shachat. and 

Smith (HMSS, 1994). For an overview of bargaining experiments, see Roth (1995). 

1.4 Trust Games 

This general result from dictator and ultimatum games generalizes to other, more 

djTiamic, bargaining environments. Of particular interest is the class of two-person 

trust games. In a trust game, Player 1 chooses between an outside option (which is 

inefficient) and "investing" in a possible futiure mutual gain to be divided by Player 2. 

Player 2's dominant action, however, leaves Player I with a loss compared to the value 

of the outside option. Player I's outside option is the subganie perfect equiUbriuni 

(SPE) of the game. 

Consider the two-person trust game in Figure 1.1. Player 1 can choose to split $21) 

evenly with his counterpart. Player 2. or choose to pass the game to PUiyer 2. If thf 

game is passed, Player 2 then decides between the mutually beneficial, cooperative 

outcome (giving $15 to Player 1 and keeping $25 for herself) or the selfish/defection 

outcome (giving Player 1 nothing and keeping the entire $40 for herself). The SPE 

predicts that Player 1 will take his outside option, and therefore that the (10.10) 

outcome will be reached. The argument is a familiar backward induction argiunent. 

Player 2, if she were faced with a choice between $25 and $40 would choose $40 (since 

she prefers more to less). Player 1 knows that this is so. and so he knows that pla_\dng 

down would certainly yield him a payoff of $0. He prefers $10 to $0. so he moves 

right and takes his outside option. 

McCabe and Smith (2000a) report data for 24 pairs of imdergradutites from the 

University of Arizona who participated in a one-shot anonymous interaction in a 

standard two-person trust game. Figure 1.2 shows the frequency of pky at each 
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FIGURE 1.1. Two-person trust game 
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FIGURE 1.2. Trust game: Single-Play by Undergraduates 

decision node. Contrary to the non-cooperative prediction that all Players 1 would 

move right, half of the first-mover undergraduates chose to play down. 75% of these 

trusting subjects experience reciprocity by their counterpart. The realized expected 

payoff to a Player 1 for choosing down was 0.75 x 15 = $11.25. This is a gain over 

the SPE, $10. It is worth noting that despite the half who deviate from the uori-

cooperative prediction, the game theoretic prediction does explain half of the data. 

Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe (BDMc, 1995) use a similar trust game that has a 

much richer message space. In particular, in this investment game, all subjects begin 
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with a $10 show-up fee. They are divided into two rooms, A and B. A subject in room 

A (the Sender) decides how much of his show-up fee—$0,$1,$2. — $10—he would 

like to send to his anonymous counterpart in room B. It is publicly announced that 

any amount sent on is tripled by the experimenter. A room B subject (the Receiver) 

then decides how much of this tripled amount she would like to keep and how much she 

would Uke to send back to her counterpart in room A.^ If players tire only concerned 

about their own material well-being, then any amount subjects in room B receive, they 

will keep. So subjects in room A, knowing this, will decide via backward induct iou 

to send zero dollars. This is the unique Nash equiUbriinn of the investment game. 

However, subjects' behavior does not match this prediction. In fact. "30 of 32 room 

A subjects sent money ($5.16 on average)" (p. 323). Furthermore, those in room B 

reciprocate by sending back portions of what they receive, especially to those who 

are most trustmg (i.e. those in room A who send all $10 to their counterpart). For 

a detailed look at trust game experiments, and how theories of cooperation fare in 

them, see McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith (2001). 

1.5 Explaining Bargaining Behavior 

Early experiments suggest that a considerable proportion of play in two-person bar

gaining games does not arrive at subgame perfect and. more generally. Nash equilibria. 

Instead, a significant number of subjects arrive at cooperative outcomes. The residts 

are, moreover, robust: these environments are thought to be particularly favorable 

to the game theoretic noncooperative equilibria—they are conducted as single play 

games so that neither a history or a future can matter within the same game. Fur

thermore, subjects are anonymously paired as strangers with an imknown identity. 

Given these data, we need a different approach to the Behavioral Bargaining Problem 

than the one provided by noncooperative game theory. 

^It is important to note two things about this particular design; subjects were actually holding 
the dollar bills as they made their decisions and a double-blind protocol was used. 
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Game theory plays a dual role in economics. Sometimes it is presented as a nor

mative model, what agents ought to do. But, as scientists, economists are interested 

in game theory as an empirically informative theory. We want two tilings from our 

theories. First, of course, they must be able to account for the data which they are 

meant to be about. Call this the descriptive adequacy of a theory. But there is a 

further, and more important, requirement: theories must e.xplain why the data are 

the way that they are. A theory must be explanatorily adequate. In bcu-gaining e.x-

periments, the noncooperative theory does not provide either a descriptively or an 

explanatorily adequate account of the data. A natiural remedy would be to extend 

traditional game theory with solution concepts and the like to make it a more ex

planatorily adequate theory. This, roughly, is the project of behavioral game theoni. 

and the Behavioral Bargaining Problem is one of its main targets (Camerer. 1997). 

But extending game theory in this way to cope with its inadequacy in describing 

and predictmg behavior in bargaining environments has met with resistance. Twn 

reasons have been offered in the hterature. but neither of them is compelling. The 

first argument nms as follows. There is no need for a new theor\' to e.\-plciin the 

experimental results in dictator and ultunatum games since it is clear that people 

just have a taste for fairness. But, of course, by calling this behavior "fair" one has 

only described, and not explained, the phenomenon. Ultimately we want a theorx-

which says why it is that subjects do what they do in bargauung emironments. 

The second argument—advanced by Ken Binmore (1999)—is that cooperative 

behavior might disappear if agents are given feedback over time. The idea is that 

laboratory data from inexperienced subjects are noisy, and this is because we humans 

are boundedly rational. By allowuig subjects to play repeatedly the data in bargaining 

games may converge to noncooperative equilibria after all. So while we need some 

new theory, it should be a theory of leeiming, not a theory of personal exchange in 

bargaining. 

As appealing as this view may be for its conservativeness. it is misguided (with 
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respect to exchange problems) for at least three reasons. First, as mentioned above, 

the single play environment gives noncooperative theory its best shot. Second, datci 

provided by McCabe,et al. (1996) and McCabe.et al. (1998) demonstrate that coop

erative behavior can be sustained under a variety of repeated trial conditions. Using 

a trust game where players have the opportunity to pimish defection, and a matching 

protocol where each subject plays every other subject exactly once (reputation build

ing cannot occur), cooperation does not deteriorate over time. There is in fact no 

significant tendency under repeat single play conditions for the proportion of trusting 

by first movers, or the use of reciprocal trustworthy responses by second movers, to 

unravel across time. Learning models cannot account for this data. Lastly, cooper

ative outcomes in repeated bargaining games are supported by the folk theorem. So 

while it is important to understand how boundedly rational agents adapt in economic-

situations, the challenges that bargaining experiments pose to standard noncoopera

tive game theory cannot be explained away by appeal to learning in games. 

The Behavioral Bargaining Problem is beginning to yield to experimental inves

tigation. How do subjects behave in bilateral bargaining? A wide variety of exper

imental treatments under a variety of conditions indicate that behavior cannot be 

satisfactorily explained by noncooperative game theory. VVhy do subjects behave 

the way they do? The next chapter aims at discriminatmg between two classes of 

models, each attempting to explain why and how subjects cooperate in these environ

ments. How can cooperative behavior be sustained? Chapter 3 describes a method 

of population clustering that, given the experimental results reported there, supports 

cooperative play over time in simple bilateral bargaining. 
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Chapter 2 

POSITIVE RECIPROCITY AND INTENTIONS IN TRUST 
GAMES 

2.1 Introduction 

In two-person exchange whoever moves first may give up a sm-e-thing with a certain 

value in exchange for an anticipated future benefit. But receiving the futiure beuetir 

is contingent on how the second mover reacts to the first mover's decision. Intu

itively, the second mover can either pursue her dominant action (which may leave 

the first mover with a loss) or reciprocate to achieve a joint raixximum to be shared 

by both movers. Each, therefore, incurs an opportimity cost to arrive at the joint 

benefit. There are many examples of two-person exchange environments. A sister 

lets her younger brother go first in a computer game with the understanding tliat 

she will get a longer turn later. A couple might go to a Cubs' game one evening 

with the understanding that the next week they will attend a pleiy. A buyer on the 

Internet buys a good—sight unseen—only to receive the goods m a later shipment. 

An example familiar firom labor economics is when a firm offers an employee a wage 

above the market-clearing level, expecting that in exchange the worker will provide 

a greater effort (thus achieving a cooperative outcome). Such environments can be 

nicely modeled by two-person trust games. 

There is ample experimental evidence which suggests a considerable proportion 

of play in two-person trust games deviates from that predicted by standard non-

cooperative game theory (BDMc, 1995; McCabe.ef ai, 1996. 1998). That is. a sig

nificant percentage of anonymously paired subjects arrive at cooperative outcomes. 

There are two classes of models that attempt to explain these results (as well as the 

observed behavior in a variety of experimental games). One approach focuses exclu
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sively oa properties of the outcomes in these games. For example, models which posit 

that a certain proportion of the population is altruistic or spiteful (Levine. 1998). or 

have certain thresholds of inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt. 1999; Bolton and Ock-

enfels, 2000), all fall within the class of outcome-based, models. A second approach, on 

the other hand, emphasizes the role of intentions in achieving cooperative outcomes 

in personal exchange. The models in McCabe and Smith (2000b). Duf^-enberg and 

Kirchsteiger (1998), and Falk and Fischbacher (1999). for example, fall within the 

class of intention-based accounts. Whereas the outcome-based approaches imply that 

intentions are superfluous, mtention-based models rely essentially on players reading 

each other's motives (and not merely their actions). 

One consequence of the intention-based approach is that depending on the avail

able alternatives, identical outcomes may be interpreted differentially. For outcome-

based approaches this is not the case. Since it is only the intrinsic properties of 

outcomes that are supposed to drive behavior, what alternatives the players face is 

irrelevant. In order to test between these two approaches, we design a treatment vari

able that varies Player I's opportunity cost between zero (in the involuntary' tnisr 

game) and positive (in the voluntary trust game). According to an intention-baserl 

approach (and in particular the trust and reciprocity hypothesis). Player 2 must con

sider the motives of Player 1. We hypothesize that this mind-reading is a function 

of Player I's opportunity cost. Therefore, these approaches precUct that the cooper

ative move by Player 1 in the positive opportunity cost games will generate greater 

reciprocity from Player 2 than the same move in the zero opportimity cost game. 

While such results are consistent with the TR hjrpothesis. we will see that they are 

inconsistent with the behavior predicted by outcome-based models. 

The paper is orgamzed as follows. The next section (Section 2.2) gives a more 

detailed discussion of the trust and reciprocity hypothesis. Section 2.3 pro\ades an 

overview of several recent outcome-based models. Before turning to the experimental 

design (Section 2.5), we first consider some of our earlier work which, while suggestive 
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of our view that first movers' opportunity costs matter to how second movers interpret 

observed actions, is not sufficient for distinguishing between intention- and outcome-

based models (Section 2.4). Section 2.6 contains the predictions and hj-TJotheses for 

our design and Section 2.7 reports the results. 

2.2 Itust and Reciprocity 

Within the class of intention-based approaches, we want to focus on the trust and reci

procity (TR) hypothesis and how it can intuitively explain deviations from standard 

non-cooperative theory observed in laboratory experiments with two-persou trust 

games. The deviations are two-fold. First in trust games, in order for Player I ro 

achieve a future benefit, he must deviate from the subgame perfect strategy profile iu 

the game. Second, a significant portion of Player 2's (positively) reciprocate instead 

of playing their dominant strategies. Positive reciprocity can be described as the 

costly behavior of a second mover that rewards a first mover based on both the gains 

from exchange to the second mover as well as the second movers beliefs about the 

intentions motivating the action of the first mover.' 

The TR hypothesis explains this behavior in terms of a reciprocal-tnist relation-ilup 

between Players 1 and 2. Player 1 and Player 2 are reciprocally-trust related if (i) 

there are mutual gains from their joint actions, (ii) Player 1 takes a risk by trusting-

Player 2, and (iii) Player 2 gives up something in order to reciprocate Player L"s 

trust. The mutual gains from the exchange are measured relative to the subgame 

perfect equilibrium. So the first condition ensures that if Players 1 and 2 are in a 

reciprocal-trust relationship, they will reach an outcome which is Pareto superior to 

that prescribed by non-cooperative game theory. The second condition brings Pkiyer 

Ts opportunity cost into the relationship in an expUcit way. If Player I's siure-thing 

option is zero, then there is little risk in his opting to try for another outcome. If 

'^By way of contrast, negative reciprocity is essentially a punishment strategy, in which one party 
incurs a cost to punish another for failing to reciprocate. 
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Player I's opportunity cost is positive, then taking the risk to achieve a cooperative 

outcome can signal Player I's intentions toward Player 2—namely, the intention to 

enter into a reciprocal-trust relationship. Finally, in order for Player 2 to reciprocate, 

she must not be playing her dominant strategy. 

Notice that a reciprocal-trust relationship is not merely identified with a profile 

of actions. Consider condition (ii). Player 1 trusts Player 2 only if Player 1 has two 

relevant beliefs: that Player 2 will interpret his move as a trusting one. and that 

Player 2 will reciprocate. And, as for condition (iii), it is clear that Player 2"s action 

can be described as reciprocal only if she interprets Player Ts action as tnisting. That 

is, Player 2 must attribute to Player 1 the intention of entering into a reciprocal-trust 

relationship. 

Such an attribution of intentional states to others is part of what cognitive scien

tists call mentalizing or folk psychology (Baron-Cohen, 1995: Carruthers and Smith. 

1996; GilUes and Rigdon, 2000). Humans routinely e.xplain the behavior of others 

by attributing to them mental states of various sorts: behefs. desires, and so on. 

Likewise, given some attribution of mental states, we routinely predict how others 

will behave. According to Baron-Cohen, subjects must have a shared attention on 

possible mutual gains. It is not enough for Player 2 to infer "Player 1 moved clowni 

because 1 wants more money." Instead, Player 2 must infer on the basis of Player 

I's action "1 moved down because 1 sees that 2 sees this as a reciprocal-trust rela

tionship." The TR hypothesis therefore suggests that Player 2 can read the tiction of 

Player 1 as signalling trust that Player 2 will reciprocate if given the chance. Player 

1, knowing that this signal can be interpreted by Player 2. reduces his assessed risk 

in forgoing the sure-thing. Under the TR hypothesis, it follows that the formation of 

the second mover's beliefs about the intentions of the first mover must be imderstoocl 

to include the opportunity cost of the first mover's action. 
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2.3 Outcome-based Models 

Here we briefly sketch three recent outcome-based models: ERC (Bolton tmd Ockeu-

fels, 2000), the Fehr-Schmidt model (1999). and Levine's altruism/spitefidness model 

(1998). In Section 2.6 we will derive specific predictions for our treatments. 

Bolton and Ockenfels propose in their ERC preference model for two-person games 

a motivation ftmction: Vi = Vi{yi,ai) where y, is fs own payoff and c, = for 

i = 1,2. So the motivation function depends on Player i's own monetary payoff 

and the relative share of the payoff that i is receiving. The ERC model has four 

assumptions governing the behavior of Uj. Of particular relevance to our games below 

are the assumptions of narrow self-interest (NSI) and comparative effect (CE). 

(NSI) Let v - ( y l , (T )  and u f { ; y f , a )  be two motivation functions for Player i  on  two 

outcomes where a is a fixed relative argiunent. Then, if ij- > ijf then f,'(/y,^ a) > 

ufCy^o-). 

(CE) Holding yi constant, the motivation ftmction Ui is strictly concave in ^r,. wirli 

a maximum at which f s own share is 

There is a tradeoff between how much agents value their own payoff and their relative 

share of the total payoff in an outcome. The ERC model types players accorcUng to 

where these thresholds are. For our purposes it is enough to note that the thresholds 

are solely functions of intrinsic properties of outcomes: namely, fs own monetary 

payoff and the distribution of the total payoff. 

Fehr and Schmidt also propose a model based on inequity aversion. Again, we 

restrict ourselves to the special case of two-person games. Let x = be the 

vector of payoffs to Players 1 and 2 for a given outcome. Player Ts Fehr-Schmidr 

utility function is: 

(FSU) Ui{x )  =Xi—aiMAX{XJ — Xj ,0} — /?TMAX{xi — Xj,0} 
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where /?,• < ai and 0 < /3i < 1. In this model, Qi measures how much Player i dislikes 

inequitable outcomes which favor Player j and measures how much Player i dislikes 

inequitable outcomes which favor himself. These two measiures determine player tx^jes 

in the population (which are assumed to be uniformly distributed). Again it is only 

intrinsic properties of outcomes that can be used in this model to explain behavior. 

Finally, Levine models the altrm'sm and spitefulness of players by considering 

an adjusted utility function. The adjusted utility function (LU) for Player i iu a 

two-person game is a function of fs own payoff («i), the monetary payoff of the 

other player (uj), how spiteful/altruistic i is (oi), how spiteful/altruistic the other 

player is (oj), and a fifth parameter, which acts as a scalar on the other pUiyer's 

altruism/spitefulness (A). 

(LU) Vi{u i ,  U j ,  au  Oj, A) = Uj + 

where 0 < A < 1 and —1 < Oj < 1. The distributions of the a,s and As are assumed ni 

be uniform and common knowledge. Players are typed by their values of ti, and A. .-\.s 

with all outcome-based models, it is the properties of outcomes—and only properties 

of outcomes—that drive explanation of behavior. 

2.4 Localized Play in an Extended Trust Game 

Before turning to our experimental design, in this section we briefly sketch some earlier 

work which serves as the empirical motivation for the volimtary and involuntary 

trust treatments that we report below. McCabe,ef ai (1998) study the emergence 

and support of trust in extensive form bargaining enviromnents imder a variety of 

conditions. 

Figmre 2.1 reports the findings in a treatment in which subjects are randomly 

matched in a one-shot game. In this game there is no threat of direct punishment for 
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FIGURE 2.1. Single Play Results (McCabe et ai. 1998) 

not choosing the cooperative outcome.^ As shown in the figure, play centered on jiis;r 

three outcomes of the game: (40,40), (60,30), and (50.50). When subjects played iu 

the right subgame, the outcome in every case was the subgEune perfect outcome of 

(40,40). When subjects played in the left subgame, play was divided equally between 

the defection outcome of (60,30) and the reciprocity outcome of (50.50). 

These results are consistent with the hypothesis that Player Is are making an 

assessment of the opportimity cost between the subgame perfect outcome in the right 

subgame, and the trust outcome of (50,50) in the left subgame. and a significant pro

portion of Player 2s interpret this as a signal to enter a reciprocal-tnist relationsliip. 

However, this game alone caimot distinguish between outcome-based explanations 

and the TR hypothesis. The experimental treatments of the voluntary and involim-

tary trust games, which are highly reduced versions of Figiure 2.1. allow us to directly 

investigate the expleinatory boundary between these two approaches. 

-The same paper also considers a trust/punishment game where the (60.30) and (50. 50) are 
interchanged. 
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2.5 Experimental Design and Procedures 

We now consider our two treatments below; the volmitary trust environment and the 

involuntary trust environment. In all experiments, subjects were paid $5.00 for I\I)-

pearing on time for the experiment. At the end of the experiment, their iiccumulaterl 

earnings were paid to them privately (single-bind protocol). The interactions con

sisted of anonymous/random pairings in a one-shot computerized game. The payoffs 

are actual (US) dollar amounts the subjects could earn, and are common knowledge. 

The subjects were undergraduates at the University of Arizona and did not have 

prior experience with a trust environment. Each experimental session consists of L2 

subjects, six in each treatment condition. As a subject enters the Economic Science 

Laboratory he is paid a $5.00 show-up fee and immediately seated at a cotuputet-

terminal in a large room containing 40 terminals. Each terminal is in a separate stall, 

and the 12 subjects are dispersed so that no subject can see the terminal screen of 

another. Each is randomly assigned to one of the treatments, then to one of sue pairs, 

and finally randomly assigned a role (Player I or 2). The games are played sec[uen-

tially. The experiments lasted on average 30 minutes, from arrival to completion. 

Each subject participates in one and only one such experiment. 

1-pi 

PI 

20.20 

25.25 

15,30 

FIGURE 2.2. Voluntary trust game 
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The voluntary trust game is represented in Figure 2.2. Player 1 has an outside 

option of (20,20) which is the subgame perfect equiUbrium (SPE). If Player 1 moves 

down, Player 2 has a choice between the symmetric joint maximum outcome of (25.25) 

or the defection outcome of (15,30). 

1 — P2 

P2 25.25 

15.30 

FIGURE 2.3. Involuntary tnist game 

Compare Figure 2.2 to the involuntary trust game in Figau-e 2.3. The only dif

ference between the two games is that Player 1 does not have an outside optiou in 

the involuntary trust game. The treatment variable varies the opportimity co.sr for 

Player 1 between positive (in the voluntary trust game) and zero (in the involuntar\-

trust game). 

2.6 Predictions and Hypotheses 

The behavior of interest in these treatments is the relative rates of cooperation by 

Player 2s (i.e., comparing pi and p2)- It is straightforward to see that outcome-

based approaches—and in partictilar ERC. Fehr-Schmidt, and Levine's models—all 

predict that cooperation rates of Player 2s should not vary across the volimtiu:}- and 

involuntary trust treatments. 
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The ERC prediction is as follows. After a move down by Player 1. Player 2s in the 

voluntary and involuntary games have identical choices available to them. Therefore, 

the probability of a right move by Player 2 is the same in both games. That is. pi = 

P2-^ 

For the Fehr-Schmidt prediction we need only look at the adjusted utilities of 

second movers. For the cooperative (25,25) outcome, in the volimtary tnist game 

Player 2's utihty is: 

C/?'®(25,25) = 25 — ai max{25 - 25.0} — do max{25 — 25.0} 

= 25 

For the involuntary trust game. Player 2 has exactly the same choices and possible 

outcomes, and so the same adjusted utihty of the (25,25) outcome; 

C/:f(25,25) = 25-a2max{25-25,0}-/32max{25 -25.0} 

= 25 

The utiUties for the defection outcome (15.30) are also identiccil across these games: 

30) = 30 - Q2 max{15 - 30.0} - /Jo max{30 - 15.0} 

= 30-/3215 

C/^'®(15,30) = 30 - Q2 max{15 - 30,0} - max{30 - 15.0} 

= 30-/3215 

Since the value of 02 is assumed to be uniformly distributed, it follows that the Fehr-

Schmidt model predicts the probability of cooperation by Player 2 uill be the same 

in both treatments: pi = po. 

Levine's model, in the end, has the same prediction and for the same reasons. For 

fixed values of ai,aj, and A (which are assumed to be uniformly distributed among 

^This pcedictioa in fact has the same fonn as the ERC prediction in the mini-best shot and 
mini-ultimatum games—see the proof of Statement 7 (p.l76) of Bolton and Ockenfels. 
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the population), two outcomes with identical payoffs have the same adjusted utilities. 

Therefore, rates of cooperation by Player 2s should not differ across the involuntary* 

and voluntary trust games (the prediction is that pi = Pa)-"' 

The TR hypothesis offers a very different prediction across these treatments. In 

the involuntary treatment we remove Player I's ability to send cooperative signals 

to Player 2 by eUminating Player I's opportunity cost to trust. The result is that 

from Player 2's perspective, there is no longer an ability to read the intentions of 

her counterpart. According to the TR hypothesis, this should significantly reduce 

the amount of cooperative play; i.e., such conditions significantly reduce Player 2'.s 

ability to reciprocate since she cannot reliably attribute intentions of tnist to Pla\-er 

1. We should observe more play at the (15,30) outcome. 

The TR hypothesis predicts that the cooperative move in the positive opportunity 

cost games will generate greater reciprocity than the same move in the zero oppor-

ttmity cost game. That is, TR predicts that pi will be significantly greater than 

Pi-

Ho'  P i -P2  <  0 

Hi ' .p i—pi > 0 

where pi is the proportion of moves at (25,25) conditional on Player I's move down 

in the volimtary trust game, and pa is the proportion of moves at (25.25) conditional 

on Player I's move down in the involuntary trust game. The predictions of outcome-

based models are hence represented under our null hypothesis. 

2.7 Results 

Figure 2.4 records the proportion of observed play at each node in the volimtcir\-

trust treatment, and Figure 2.5 records the proportion of observed play at each node 

•'An alternative version of the Involuntary Trust Game would be to have Player Is outside 
option be (0,0). While this is certainly an interesting empirical variation, the predictions of these 
outcome-based models about the level of cooperative play remain unchanged. 
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FIGURE 2.4. Frequency of moves in the Volmitary tnist game 

18 
27 

27 25.25 

15,30 

FIGURE 2.5. Frequency of moves in the Involuntary' trust game 

in the involimtary trust treatment. Figure 2.6 charts the comparison of the relative 

proportion of cooperative play. 

The null hypothesis that the proportion of cooperative outcomes across treatments 

remains constant is easily rejected by both a normalized s-score and bootstrap test 

(p-value < 0.01). There is, therefore, a significant treatment effect between the two 

enviroimients. 
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FIGURE 2.6. Percent of Player 2s Cooperating in One-Shot Game 

2.8 Discussion 

The data in these simple experiments are inconsistent with the predictions of the 

ERC. Fehr-Schmidt and Levine models. What is instructive is that all of these niotl-

els predict the same behavior—and for largely the same reasons—in the volimtaiy 

and involuntary games and this should cast doubt on outcome-based e.xplanations 

in general. On the other hand, it is consistent with—indeed, predicted by—the TR 

hypothesis that cooperative play occur significantly less often in the involimtary trust 

game. By ehminatuig Player I's opportunity cost associated with playing clowni. we 

have restricted Player 2's ability to unambiguously read her coimterparts intentions. 

In the voluntary trust game, an intentional move down the tree by PUiyer 1 can be 

explained by Player 2 as an act of trust. In the involimtary game, however, a down 

move carries no such mfonnation since Player I had no choice but to move down the 

tree. 

The data reported here are not the only that inequity aversion models have trou

ble explaining. One such experimental treatment is the single- versus double-blind 

protocol m dictator games. The outcome-based utilities are the same across treat

ments, but the results are very different. The number of self-interested offers with 
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the double-blind protocol is much, larger than with single-blind payoffs (HMSS. 1994: 

HMS, 1996). Another procedural effect that outcome-based approaches are imable 

to explain is how alternative descriptions of a player's counterpiirt in the instructions 

can impact behavior in bargaining environments. Systematically referring to ones 

counterpart as a "partner" in one treatment, and as an "opponent" in the other, 

changes observed behavior ia an extensive form trust game (Biimham.ef ai. 2000). 

Again, the adjusted utilities across treatments do not vary, and so outcome-based 

models predict no difference. Similarly, choice behavior also differs draniatically be

tween normal and extensive form treatments (McCabe.ei ai. 2000). but tliis is nor 

consistent with outcome-based models like those considered here.' 

A similar conclusion about the inadequacy of outcome-based models is reached by 

FFF (1999). However, there are significant differences between the two studies. First, 

they make use of mini-ultimatmn games and not trust games. Pure tnist games allow 

us to isolate opportunity costs, and vary this without introducing negative reciprocity. 

Second, their design has a serious confounding factor. Each second mover indicates 

her action at both decision nodes, i.e. for the case of a left branch offer and for rlie 

case of a right branch offer, without knowing what the first mover had proposed (p.o). 

The games, therefore, are played in strategic (or normal) form. It is well documented 

that the extensive and strategic forms are played differently (McCabe.et ai. 2000: 

Rapoport, 1997: Schotter,ei ai, 1996). Furthermore, psychological literature suggests 

that when second movers are asked to make hypothetical decisions. like "VVhat would 

I do if Player 1 moves left?" and "What would I do if Player 1 moves right?", whar 

subjects report they would choose can be very different from what they acrually 

choose (Langer, 1975).® So the experiments reported here offer a more direct test of 

®See McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith (2001) for a ftirther discussion. 
®In fact, we think that these types of decision making environments may be what is driving some 

of the different results found in Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000) and Chamess and Rabin (2000). 
In order for such results to go through one needs the auxiliary hypothesis that responders in these 
games behave the same regardless of if they actually see the first mover's choice or are just told to 
assume that the first mover has chosen X. There is some e\'idence that counterfactual choice and 
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outcome-based models. 

In the involuntary trust treatment we do observe that §; still end up at the 

cooperative outcome. What should we conclude about the motivations of these PUiyer 

2s? It is well known that the level of piure altruism is sensitive to the implementation 

of double blind payoffs (HMS, 1996). Since we wanted to compare the results from the 

volimtary/involuntaxy treatments with McCabe.ei ai (1996), a double-bUnd protocol 

was not appropriate. We conjecture that the 33% of cooperative play is largely residue 

from our single-blind payoff procedures. 

An interesting variation to the experiments discussed here would be to hide the 

value of Player I's opportunity cost (i.e. the value to Player 1 of his outside optioti) 

from Player 2. Under the TR hjrpothesis, anything that makes the signal to Player 

2 about Player I's intentions more noisy should reduce the likelihood of observing 

cooperation. By having payoff privacy at the outside option node, it will be common 

knowledge that Player 1 actually has a choice to make, but it is imclear to Player 

2 whether Player 1 is taking a risk to achieve the cooperative outcome or playing a 

weakly dominant strategy. TR would predict that conditional on Player 2 having a 

move, play in this game would not look significantly different from that observed in 

the involuntary treatment. However, we hypothesize that in such noisy environments 

Player Is predict that their intentions will not accmrately be read. .4nd so TR would 

predict more play at the SPE. Further experiments need also to test the boimdary 

conditions for rehable intentionality detection in two-person trust games. 

actual choice come apait (this is known as the Langer effect), but this is certainly an area that needs 
empirical testing in personal exchange environments. 
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Chapter 3 

SUSTAINING COOPERATION IN TRUST GAMES 

3.1 Introduction 

There axe two related problems of cooperation in bargaining environments. The first 

problem is to explain why people cooperate in personal exchange environments when 

the standard core of game theory predicts otherwise. This problem has received 

considerable attention in the recent literature. The second problem is to say how 

cooperation can be sustained once it emerges. The second problem has received 

comparably less attention than the first. This paper studies the effect of a treatment 

that controls for the history of cooperation by procedures unknown to the subjects 

so that cooperation is not sustained by common knowledge (expectations). 

Even though sustaining cooperation has received less attention in bargaining situ

ations, it has been a primary focus in Prisoner Dilemma (PD) and public good games 

(Axelrod, 1984, 1997; Ledyard, 1995). Consider the analysis of the finitely repeated 

PD game in Axekod (1984). In this game, always defecting is an evolutionar\' stable 

strategy in the sense that it does not pay to cooperate in a population where ever\'one 

else always defects. Yet a small band of conditional cooperators (say. tit-for-tat play

ers) can invade a population of unconditional defectors provided that the cooperators 

can cluster. That is, if these cooperators interact more often with each other than 

with the defectors, then the population can be invaded. This trades on assiuning that 

the pairing in the interactions is not random. The problem with random pairing is 

that the chance of conditional cooperators meeting each other is low. 

We want to adapt this idea of population clustering to a simple two-person tnist 

game. An agent's history of choices gives him a track record. Players can be t\-ped 

based on thek recent track record as whether or not they are trusting (for Players 
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FIGURE 3.1. Trust game 

1), and whether or not they are trustworthy (for Players 2). Once the players are 

typed, they can then be paired according to those types: trustors with trustworthy 

types, and similarly non-trustors with untrustworthy types. This sort of nuitchiiif^ 

protocol induces clustering within the population. The empirical question that we 

want to address is whether this adaptation of clustering to bargaining environments 

can sustain cooperative play analogous to the situation in finitely repeated PD games. 

In the next section we describe a two-person trust game and our mechanism for 

clustering the population. We then discuss the design and procedures used hi our 

experiments (Section 3.3). Data analysis follows in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Sustaining Trust 

In the game pictured m Figure 3.1, Player 1 is asked to choose from the follow

ing: (1) You are given $40, which you can split evenly with another subject in the 

experiment—Player 2—in which case the game is over or (2) You present Player 2 

with two choices, either Player 2 can take $30 out of $45. leaving you $15: or she can 

spUt $50 evenly between the two of you. 

We unplemented the idea of clustering by typing players based on their obser\'ed 
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moves in the trust game above, and (in one treatment) match players based on their 

types. Types come in the form of a "trust score", say r where r 6 [0,1]. The idea 

is that each player will have a score which is a fraction with the numerator being 

the number of times the player cooperated and the denominator being the number 

of chances the player had to cooperate. At the end of each period, the algoritimi 

begins by looping through the decisions made by all the Players 1 and calcidatitig 

their respective score and then does the same for all the Players 2. 

Algorithm 1 (Player 1 IVust Score). Let Ci (di) indicate a cooperative (defection) 

move by Player 1. Then the trust score of a Player I after Roimd n. is given by 

the following algorithm: 

1. If n = 0: = 0 

2. If n < 5: Let k be the number of Ci moves through Round n - 1. Then: 

I if di in Round n 

— if CI in Round n n 

3. If n > 5: Let k be the number of Ci moves in Rounds n — 1. — « — 4. Then: 

I if di in Round n 

^ if ci in Round n 

That the divisor (when n > 5) is always 5 puts a premium on the last five inter

actions of the players. Pre-theoretically, there is a recency effect of goodwill—recent 

acts of goodwill overshadow distant acts of ill-will. The trust score algorithm for 

Player 1 codifies this intuition by only keeping track of the behavior over the most 

recent five rounds. 

To compute the tnist score of a Player 2 after Round n, we need to first compute 

the number of times that Player 2 has had an opportunity to make a choice—the 
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idea being that their trust scores should neither be incremented nor decremented in 

cases where Player 1 chooses his outside option. This will be recorded as Player 2"s 

opportunity score. We need to make a similar allowance to codify the recency effect 

of trust and trustworthiness. Instead of tracking the behavior of Player 2 (for the 

purposes of computing her trust score) over the most recent five roimds. we need 

instead track it over the most recent five rounds in which she had an opportunitij to 

make a decision. We will call this queue her omega queue. 

Algorithm 2 (Player 2 Opportunity Score, Omega Queue). Let ci idi) indi

cate a cooperative (defection) move by Player 1, and let co (do) indicate a cooperative 

(defection) move by Player 2. Then Player 2's opportunity score in Round n. f),,. is 

given by the following algorithm: 

1. If n = 0: po = 0 

2. If n>l: 

if di in Round n 

Pn — " 

Pn-i + 1 if ci in Round n 

Where n > 5. let Qn-i be the four most recent rounds prior to Round n in which 

Player 2 has had a chance to move. 

Algorithm 3 (Player 2 Trust Score). Let C2 (^2) indicate a cooperative (defection) 

move by Player 2. Then the trust score of a Player 2 after Roimd n, r^, is given by 

the following algorithm: 

1. If n = 0; TQ = 0 

2.  I fp„=p„_i :  r2  =  r2_i  

3. If Pn  ̂Pn-ii Pn < 5, and n < 5: Let k be the nmnber of Co moves through 

Round n — 1. Then: 
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t2= < 
— if da in Round n 
Pn 

— if C2 in Round n 
pn 

4. If /?„ 7^ /^n-iT Pn < 5, and n > 5: Let k be the number of c? moves In n„_i. 

Then: 

— if do in Round n 
r2= • 
'n 

— if C2 in Roimd n 
pn 

5. If Pn ^ pn-i and > 5: Let k be the number of c-i moves in Qn- i -  Then: 

I if d-i in Round n 
^n = 

^ if C2 in Round n 

The two treatments reported below differ according to their matching protocol. 

In the baseline condition (the Random treatment) subjects are randomly paired each 

period. Ihist scores in the Random treatment are tracked, but not used in matching 

Players 1 and Players 2. The experimental treatment (the Sorted treatment) pairs 

subjects according to their trust scores. The matching protocol for the Sorted treat

ment is straightforward: At the end of Round n Players 1 are rank-ordered by their 

trust scores (high to low). Similarly for Players 2. Then the matching rule simply 

pairs the highest ranked Player 1 with the highest ranked Player 2 for interaction in 

Round n -t- 1, the next to highest ranked Player 1 with the next to highest ranked 

Player 2 for interaction in Round n -f-1, and so on. 
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3.3 Experimental Design and Procedures 

We ran four sessions of the Sorted treatment and four sessions of the Random, treat

ment.^ Each experimental session consisted of 16 subjects.- In all experiments, 

subjects were paid $5.00 for showing up on time. At the end of the experiment, 

their accumulated earnings were paid to them privately (single-blind protocol). The 

interactions consisted of anonymous pairings in a computerized game. By using a 

mouse, each Player 1 cUcked on the right or down arrows. This information was then 

displayed on their counterpeirt's screen. If Player I had moved down. Player 2 would 

be prompted to click on the right or down arrow. This information was then dis

played on Player I's screen. The payoffs represent the experimental dollar amounts 

the subjects could earn with an exchange rate of 20 experimental dollars equal ro 1 

U.S. dollar, and are common knowledge. The subjects were undergraduates at the 

University of Arizona and did not have prior experience with a simihir environment. 

As a subject enters the Economic Science Laboratory he is paid his show-up fee 

and immediately (randomly) seated at a computer terminal in a large room containing 

40 terminals. Each terminal is hi a separate stall, and the subjects are dispersed so 

that no subject can see the terminal screen of another. Each person is randomly 

assigned a role (Player 1 or 2) and keep this role for the entirety of the experiment. 

The games are played sequentially for 20 periods, although the subjects did not know 

the total number of periods. The experiments lasted on average a little under one 

hour, from arrival to completion. A subject's total earnings on average is S27.0() for 

participating. Each subject participates in one and only one such experiment. See 

Table 3.1 for a summary of the experimental design. 

The instructions differed slightly with respect to information about how the pair

ings were determined (see Appendix B for detailed instructions). Subjects in the 

^In order to control for some variability we ran all of the sessions at the same time of clay, taking 
two weeks to complete. 

^One randomized treatment only had 14 subjects due to no shows. 
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Sorted 4/64/1280* 

Random 4/62/1240 

'albfc where a = number of sessions, b = number of subjects, c = number of observ-ations. 

TABLE 3.1. Experimental Design 

random treatment saw the following about matching: "Each period you luill be ran

domly paired with another individual: your counterpart for that period. You will 

participate for several periods, being randomly re-paired each period." Subjects iu the 

sorted treatment, on the other hand, saw the same statements, but without the word 

"randomly": "'Each period you will be paired with another individual: your coun

terpart for that period. You mil participate for several periods, being re-paired each 

period." We did not reveal the exact assignment rule to subjects in the sorted treat

ment because we were concerned that such information might generate a difference iu 

strategic behavior.' Knowing that cooperators are being matched each period might 

lead individuals to alter their t3rpe for strategic reasons rather than due to reciprocity 

type motives. 

3.4 Results 

Table 3.2 provides the conditional outcome frequencies by blocks of five trials from 

the Sorted and Random treatments. Note that there are significant differences in the 

proportion of SPE outcomes across treatments. There is also a significant difference 

between the proportion of cooperative (25,25) outcomes being reached imder the 

Sorted matching rule as compared to under the Random matching rule. This is most 

pronounced in the last trial block. When subjects are sorted based on their trust 

scores there are far fewer pairs ending up at the SPE: when subjects are sorted. 

^Gunnthorsdottir, Houser, and McCabe faced similar considerations when using sorting in public 
goods games. 
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Trials (20,20) Down (25,25) (15,30) 

Sorted 

1-5 S = -4625 M = -5375 M = -5116 i = -4884 

6-10 M = -50 S = -50 i = -725 i = -2750 

11-15 S = -4813 1 = .5188 i = -8434 i = -1566 

16-20 1 = -4688 M = -5313 g = .8353 M = -1647 

Random 

1-5 M = -4867 ^ = -5133 If = .4675 ^ = .5325 1 1 

6-10 ^ = -6267 S = -3733 i =-4286 i = -5714 

11-15 § = •62 l = -38 S = .386 0/ 
i = .614 •Ji 

16-20 {i = .7267 ^ = -2733 |i = .5122 g = .4878 

TABLE 3.2. Conditional Outcomes by Trial Block 

more pairs reach the cooperative outcome than when they are randomly matched 

each round. Players 1 reach the SPE 46.88% of the time in the Sorted treatment 

as compared to 72.67% in the Random treatment. Furthermore. Players 2 who are 

paired with trusting Players 1 respond in kind in the Sorted treatment 83.53% of the 

time compared with 51.22% of the time in the Random treatment."^ 

The above is aggregated in trial blocks. The dynamics of play over time reveals 

the same trends, albeit more graphically. Figures 3.2-3.5 show the mean fraction of 

each type of play over the 20 rounds for both treatment conditions. The trends are 

unmistakable: as play proceeds through the later rounds, cooperation emerges and 

is sustained among the sorted subjects, but there is no similar round-effect for the 

•^It was interesting watcliing the results come in from these experiments. What was easy to 
observe is that by Round 10 in the Sorted treatment around half of the Players 1 were plaving SPE. 
so their trust scores began deteriorating rapidly and about half were playing down, keeping their 
tnist scores near the maximum. Ahnost edl of the trusting interactions were met with trustw-orthiness 
by their counterpart, keeping half of the Players 2 trust scores high as well. This was not the case 
in the Random treatment. 
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FIGURE 3.2. Percent of Players 1 Choosing SPE Over Time 

randomly paired subjects. 

Along these same lines, it is interesting to look at the average trust score hy 

blocks of five trials (See Table 3.3). Remember that in both the Random and Sorted 

treatment a trust score is calculated for each player based on their decisions, but only 

the Sorted treatment matches players according to their score. Since the tnist scores 

track the behavioral data, it is not surprising that an examination of the scores tells 

a very similar story to that of the outcome firequencies. The average trust score over 

the first 10 trials is statistically the same for the two treatments (p-value = .5246 

for 1-5 and p-value = .1331 for 6-10). However, in the last 10 trials the scores are 

significantly higher under the Sorted condition than in the Random (p-value = .0008 

for 11-15 and p-value = .0000 for 16-20). This is recorded in Table 3.3. 

That mean trust scores are higher in the Sorted treatment does not decide between 

two competing hypotheses. Is it the case that the sorting mechanism induces a liigh 

degree of trust and reciprocity among pairs or is it merely the case that first movers 

are extremely trusting in a population of defectmg Players 2? In every interaction 

in this environment there is more than monetary costs and benefits at stake: there 
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FIGURE 3.3. Percent of Players 1 Trusting Over Time 
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FIGURE 3.4. Percent of Players 2 Cooperating Over Time 
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FIGURE 3.5. Percent of Players 2 Defecting Over Time 

Trials 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 

Mean (Sorted) 0.45 0.48 0.50 0.52 

Mean (Random) 0.43 0.44 0.40 0.36 

Stdev (Sorted) 0.4030 0.3787 0.4337 0.4406 

Stdev (Random) 0.4165 0.3659 0.3531 0.3472 

TABLE 3.3. Trust Score by Condition 
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are potential social costs and benefits as well. There are two ways for players to 

incur social costs. If they defect then their trust scores are decremented: if they are 

defected upon then they incur the cost of being trusting when they ought not have 

been. Similarly, there are two ways to incur social gain. One is through making a 

cooperative choice; the other is when players actually reach the cooperative outcome. 

We would like to track how efficient choices are with respect to these potential social 

gains. We can introduce an efficiency score at round n for each player, e [0.1]. as 

follows: 

where d = 0 if Player i did not reach the cooperative outcome in Roimd n and d = I 

if she did. 

Table 3.4 displays some descriptive statistics for the variable, efficiency score, 

under each condition in five trial blocks. Figure 3.6 plots the average efficiency score 

for both treatments at each roimd. The efficiency scores begin in Round 1 at less 

than 0.40 for both treatments and remain similar in magnitude through, roughly, 

the first nine rounds. However, in the later rounds, the efficiency being acliieved in 

each condition is signfficantly different. In fact, the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference in the average efficiency score of the two treatments can be easily rejected 

(see Table 3.5; p-value = .0000). The level of efficiency being achieved is greater when 

subjects are being matched according to their trust score. 

We can classify subjects as either a non-cooperator or cooperator based on their 

first observed move. So Players 1 are a non-cooperating type if in Roimd 1 they 

chose (20,20) and a cooperating type if they chose to play down, passing the game 

to their counterpart. Similarly, for Players 2. A Player 2 is a non-cooperating type 

if when her counterpart first played down, she chose the defection outcome (15.30). 

and a Player 2 is a cooperating type if she chose the cooperative outcome (25.25) 
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Trials 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 

Mean (Sorted) 0.3624 0.4219 0.4698 0.4838 

Mean (Random) 0.3344 0.2981 0.2738 0.2493 

Mode (Sorted) 0 0 1 1 

Mode (Random) 0 0 0 0 

Stdev (Sorted) 0.3802 0.3968 0.4507 0.4501 

Stdev (Random) 0.3725 0.3069 0.2911 0.2952 

TABLE 3.4. Efficiency Score, u, by Condition 

1 . 0  r  •  R a n d o m  

0 . 8  

u  0 . 6  

.2 

0 . 2  

0 . 0  

Sorted 

*1^01 O Q _ I_I 
°  •  • • D Q  q D O  

• • I I • • 

Round 20 

FIGURE 3.6. Average Efficiency Scores Over Time 

Source of Variation SS DF MS 

Between 13.1225 1 13.1225 

Within 350.19 2478 0.1416 

Total about Grand Average 364.0415 2479 

TABLE 3.5. ANOVA for Efficiency Score u 
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FIGURE 3.7. Cooperators versus Non-cooperators: Percent of Each Type Reaching 
the Cooperative Outcome of (25,25) 

on her first available move. Once we estabUsh this typing, we can analyze how play 

differs among these groups depending on whether they are being sorted by their trust 

scores or simply being randomly re-paired. We want to focus on the last 10 trials 

in particular (see Figure 3.7). Cooperators fare much better when they are meeting 

other cooperators under the sorting mechanism than when they randomly meet their 

counterparts—the last 10 interactions result in an outcome of (25.25) 62% of the time 

in the Sorted treatment as compared to only 18% of the time in the Random treatment 

(p-value = .0000). This is not the case for non-cooperative types. In fact, there is 

no treatment effect for the defecting ts^pes: the percentage of cooperative outcomes 

reached in the last 10 trials is not statistically different between the Random and 

Sorted treatments (p-value = .1187). 

In summary form, here are the five central results from these sorting experiments. 

Result 1. In the last 10 rounds, the fraction of subjects reaching the SPE is dramat

ically lower in the Sorted treatment than in the Random treatment. 

Result 2. In the last 10 rounds, the fraction of subjects reaching the cooperative 
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outcome is significantly higher in the Sorted treatment than in the Random treatment. 

Result 3. In the last 10 rounds, the average trust scores are much higher in the 

Sorted treatment than in the Random treatment. 

Result 4. The average efficiency score, i.e. how efficient play is with respect to 

the potential social benefit, is higher in the Sorted treatment than in the Random 

treatment. 

Result 5. In the last 10 rounds the number of cooperative player types reaching 

cooperative outcomes is far greater in the Sorted treatment than in the Random 

treatment. There is no treatment effect for non-cooperative types. 

3.5 Conclusion 

It is well-known in evolutionary game theory that population clustering in PD games 

allows for some cooperative strategies to invade populations of stable defecting strate

gies. Similarly, in the experimental community there are results which suggest that 

a similar "clustering" phenomenon can be induced among subjects in public goods 

games to sustain high levels of contributions. The results of the sorting experiments 

here suggest a similar story about behavior in simple two-person bargaining games. 

Sorting subjects by trust scores accompUshes two tasks. First, it allows coopera

tive play which is Pareto-superior to that predicted by non-cooperative game theor\' 

to emerge. Second, once cooperative play emerges, sorting subjects does not allow 

this behavior to be "infected" and compromised by either defecting Players 2 or F)y 

untnisting Players 1. 
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Appendix A 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR VOLUNTARY/INVOLUNTARY 
EXPERIMENTS 

Page 1 

In this experiment you will participate in a two person decision problem. You will 

participate in the decision problem once. You will be randomly paired with another 

individual: your counterpart. The joint decisions made by you and your couuterparr 

will determine how much money you will earn. 

Your earnings will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. We will not 

tell anyone else your earnings. We ask that you do not discuss yoiu earnings with 

anyone else. 

Please read the following mstructions carefully. If you have a question at any time, 

please raise your hand and someone will come by to help. 

Page 2 

You will see a diagram similar to this one at the beginning of the experiment. You 

and another person will participate in a decision problem like the diagram below. We 

will refer to this other person as your counterpart. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

You and your counterpart will be either DM 1 or DM 2. Beside the diagram we show 

this information. Right now you are DM 1. Please click "Next" to continue. 

Page 3 

Notice the boxes with letters in them. These letters will be replaced by niunbers 

representing DOLLAR AMOUNTS during the experiment. The boxes with niunbers 
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show the different earnings that you and your counterpart can make. There are two 

numbers in each box. The number on the top (which is indented now) is DM I s 

earnings if this box is reached. The number on the bottom is DM 2's earnings. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

You and your counterpart will jointly determine a path through the diagram to au 

earnings box. Please cUck "Next" to continue. 

Page 4 

A path is defined as sequence of moves through the diagram. 

A move is a choice of direction in the diagram. 

PATH STARTS HERE SCREEN DIAGRAM 

The arrows in the diagram show the possible directions of moves that can be made. 

Notice that the moves for both DM 1 and DM 2 are always DOWN or RIGHT. VMieu 

you cUck on either arrow, the path is highlighted. 

The circles in the diagram with numbers in them indicate who gets to move at that 

point in the diagram. Please click "Nect" to continue. 

Page 5 

For example, DM 1 starts the process at the top of the diagram by moving right or 

down. If DM 1 moves right, DM 2 will have a decision to make. We'll show you what 

this looks like later. 

DIAGRAM WITH ALL ARROWS SHOWING MOVES 

If DM 1 moves down, it is DM 2's turn to move. DM 2 can then move down or right. 

If DM 2 moves right, DM 1 earns 'wig' and DM 2 earns 'wog'. If DM 2 moves dowii. 

DM 1 earns 'xig' and DM 2 earns 'xog\ 

The decision path that was chosen will be highlighted. Please click "Next" to continue. 
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Page 6 

We will now show you what the decisions look like from the point of view of DM 

1. When you are DM 1 you move first. The arrows show you can move right or domi. 

In order to move, click on the arrow for your choice. DM 2 will only see yoiu- decision 

when you click the "Send" button to finalize your decision. To see how this works. 

cUck the RIGHT ARROW now. Be sure to click "Send" to finalize yoiu- move. 

DIAGRAM ALLO WING MO VE RIGHT 

At this point the moves are over. The path taken is highUghted white and earnings 

received are highUghted. Please click 'Next' to continue. 

Page 7 

As another example as DM 1, move DOWN by cUcking on the arrow. To confimi 

your move click the "Send" button. 

DIAGRAM TO MOVE DOWN 

Once the subject makes the choice, the following appears: Since you moved Down 

as DM 1, DM 2, seeing your move, now has a decision to make. If DM 2 moves 

right then you would earn 'wig' and DM 2 would earn 'wog'. If DM 2 moves down 

then you would earn 'xig' and DM 2 would earn 'xog'. Please ch'ck "Next" to continue. 

Page 8 

We will now show you what decisions look like from DM 2's point of \aew. Notice 

that your earnings are indented and this is the BOTTOM NUMBER in the boxes. 

You will only have a move if DM 1 moves down. Suppose DM 1 has moved down. 

You have to decide to move right or down. Please make a choice now by clicking on 

the arrow of your choice. Then, click "Send" to confirm your move. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 
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Either the subject moves Right as DM 2 in which case she sees the following: Since 

you moved Right as DM 2, DM I's earnings are 'wig'. Your earnings are wog'. Please 

click "Next" to continue. 

OR the subject moves Down as DM 2 in which case she sees the following: Since \'ou 

moved Down as DM 2, DM I's earnings are 'xig'. Your earnings are "xog". Please 

click "Next" to continue. 

Page 9 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

* You will be randomly paired with another individual; yoiu- coimterpart. 

* You will participate in the decision problem once. 

* If you are DM 1 then your counterpart will be DM 2. In this case, you will 

make a decision first. On the other hand, if you are DM 2. your counterpart will 

be DM 1. If this is the case, you will have a decision to mcxke if DM 1 chooses 

down. 

* If you are DM 1, your payoff is the top number in the box. If you are DM 2. 

your payoff is the bottom number in the box. You will receive that amount of 

money if the box is reached. The numbers represent dollar amounts. 

This concludes the directions. If you wish to return to them please click the "Back" 

button. If you have any questions please raise your hand. Otherwise, to begin the 

experiment, please click the green button, "Finished with directions". 
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Appendix B 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SORTING EXPERIMENTS 

Page 1 

In this experiment you will participate in a series of two person decision problems. 

The experiment will last for several periods. Each period you will be randomly paired 

with another individual: your counterpart for that period. The joint decisions made 

by you and your counterpart for that period will determine how much money you will 

earn in that period. After each period you will be randomly re-paired. 

Your earnings will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. We will uor 

tell anyone else your earnings. We ask that you do not discuss your earnings with 

anyone else. 

Please read the following instructions carefully. K you have a question at any time, 

please raise your hand and someone will come by to help. 

Page 2 

Notice that another button, "Back", has appeared at the bottom of the page. If at 

any time you wish to return to a previous page, click "Back". To continue reading 

the directions, cUck "Next". 

Page 3 

You will see a diagram similar to this one at the beginning of the experiment. You 

and another person will participate in a decision problem like the diagram below. We 

will refer to this other person as your counterpart. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

One of you will be DM 1. The other person will be DM 2. Beside the diagram we 
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show whether you axe DM 1 or DM 2. In this example, for now. you are DM 1. Please 

click "Next" to continue. 

Page 4 

Notice the boxes with letters in them. These letters wiU be replaced by munbers rep

resenting Experimental Dollars during the experiment. For 20 Experimental Dollars 

you will earn 1 U.S. dollar. The boxes with numbers show the different earnings in 

Experimental Dollars that you and your counterpart can make. There are two num

bers in each box. The number on the top (which is indented now) is DM Ts earnings 

if this box is reached. The number on the bottom is DM 2's earnings. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

You and your counterpart will jointly determine a path through the diagram to au 

earnings box. Please click "Next" to continue. 

Page 5 

A path is defined as sequence of moves through the diagram. 

A move is a choice of direction in the diagram. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

The arrows in the diagram show the possible directions of moves that can be made. 

Notice that the moves for both DM 1 and DM 2 are always DOWN or RIGHT. When 

you chck on either arrow, the path is highlighted. 

The circles in the diagram with numbers in them indicate who gets to move at that 

point in the diagram. Please click "Next" to continue. 

Page 6 

For example, DM 1 starts the process at the top of the diagram by mo\'ing right or 

down. If DM 1 moves right the experiment is over. DM 1 earns 'zig' and DM 2 earns 
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'zog'. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

If DM 1 moves down, it is DM 2's turn to move. DM 2 can move right or down. If 

DM 2 moves right, DM 1 earns 'wig' and DM 2 earns *wog'. If DM 2 moves down. 

DM 1 earns 'xig' and DM 2 earns 'xog'. 

The decision path that was chosen will be highhghted. Please click "Next" to continue. 

Page 7 

We will now show you what the decisions look like from the point of view of DM I. 

When you are DM 1 you move &st. The arrows show you can move right or dowii. 

In order to move, cUck on the arrow for your choice. DM 2 will only see your decision 

when you click the "Send" button to finalize your decision. To see how this works. 

cUck the RIGHT ARROW now. Be sture to click "Send" to finaUze yoiu- move. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

At this point the moves are over. The path taken is highlighted white and earnings 

received are highlighted. Please click 'Next' to continue. 

Page 8 

As another example as DM 1, move DOWN by cUcking on the arrow. To confirm 

your move click the "Send" button. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

Once the subject makes the choice, the following appears: Since you moved Down as 

DM 1, DM 2, seeing your move, now has a decision to make. If DM 2 moves right 

then you would earn 'wig' and DM 2 would earn 'wog'. If DM 2 moves down then 

you would earn 'xig' and DM 2 would earn 'xog'. Please click Next to continue. 
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Page 9 

We will now show you what, decisions look Uke from DM 2's point of view. Notice 

that your earnings are indented and this is the BOTTOM NUMBER in the boxes. 

You will only have a move if DM 1 moves down. Suppose DM 1 has moved down. 

You have to decide to move right or down. Please make a choice now by clicking on 

the arrow of your choice. Then click "Send" to confirm your move. 

SCREEN DIAGRAM 

Either the subject moves Right as DM 2 in which case she sees the following: Since 

you moved Right as DM 2, DM I's earnings are 'wig'. Your earnings are "wog". Please 

click "Next" to continue. 

OR the subject moves Down as DM 2 in which case she sees the following: Since you 

moved Down as DM 2, DM I's earnings are 'xig'. Your earnings are 'xog'. Please 

cUck "Next" to continue. 

Page 10 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

* Each period you will be randomly paired with another individual: yoiu- coun

terpart for that period. 

* You will participate for several periods, being randomly re-paired each period. 

* If you are DM 1, your counterpart will be DM 2. In this case, you will make a 

decision first. On the other hand, if you are DM 2, your coimterpart will be DM 

1. If this is the case, you will have a decision to make if DM 1 chooses down. 

* If you are DM 1, your payoff in. Experimental Dollars is the top nimiber in 

the box. If you are DM 2, your payoff in Experimental Dollars is the bottom 

number in the box. You will receive that amount of money if the box is reciched. 

For every 20 Experimental Dollars you earn, you will receive I U.S. Dollar. 
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This concludes the directions. If you wish to return to them please click the "Back" 

button. If you have any questions please raise your hand. Otherwise, to begin the 

experiment, please cUck the green button, "Finished with directions". 
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